Approval of Minutes
Minutes of the January 26, 2011 meeting were approved with corrections.

Login Screen
The sandbox version, with the yellow on white color scheme, but without the less-than and greater-than symbols, will be made the live version.

Hold/Recall Error Message
The error message will be changed to “This request cannot be filled. Please contact your library.”

Ask-A-Librarian
RuthMarie suggested that a link to Ask-A-Librarian be added to the help pages. Carol K. will look into putting tab for Ask-A-Librarian on the Get This Item page, adding an Ask-A-Librarian link to the top of each help page, and to the hold/recall error message page.

Electronic Format Call Number
Arthur Shum is still working on addressing this issue.

EndNote Citations
The updated file has not yet been uploaded for testing.

Linking Items in MyAccount to Voyager Records
Planning is in process for the installation of a patch that might or might not fix the problem.

Revision of the Help Pages
Revisions to help pages were approved and will be posted to live WebVoyâge.

Identifying NetLibrary Titles in the UH Catalog
Junie will need to check with Michelle Sturges for an update.

“Search Results Were Truncated” Error Message
This message will be changed to a previously approved wording, “Your search retrieved more than 10,000 records. Only 10,000 will display. You may wish to try a more specific search.”
Hawaii Voyager User Group Meeting
Possible topics for the WebVoyâge Special Interest Group session were discussed. SIG topics are usually driven by the interests of the attendees of the session, who are often not members of the WebVoyâge Committee. Topics that the committee members thought might come up include questions about WebVoyâge, the configuration decision making process, differences in interfaces, and the Ask-A-Librarian service.

Print Collection and Circulating Collection Location Limit Groups
Betsy asked about the usefulness of “print collections” location limits and how to get one set up. Those libraries that have them find them useful, as many patrons have a strong preference for printed books over electronic books. Patron research behavior was discussed. Also discussed were “circulating collections” location limits, which were created for patrons who have a preference for printed material they can take home with them. Requests for new location limit groups should be directed to the Systems Office.

Searching for Items with an Ampersand in the Title
Karen asked about title searches for items with an ampersand in the title. The committee determined that the example record in question needed to have a variant title, with the word “and” in place of the ampersand, added to the bibliographic record in a 246 field, so that searches with an ampersand and searches with the word “and” spelled out will both work.